
Update October 2017

Further work on the Chesterfield – Wirksworth – Rocester Roman road.

Introduction.

Earlier in 2017 we undertook some fieldwork on Old Lane and Dark Lane, north east of Wirksworth, to
determine if these were of Roman origin, which they were, and to determine if they were part of a route
connecting the Roman fort at Chesterfield with the Roman fort at Rocester via Wirksworth. We felt that the
section of route between Chesterfield and Wirksworth was relatively easy to determine, it had existed before
turnpike roads, it was quite well understood and there was only a single possible route. So in May this year
we produced a summary of those efforts and felt that a Roman road did indeed exist between Chesterfield and
Wirksworth and our understanding of it and of previous writers was sufficient, given the limited opportunities
to examine a route which is in most part in use as a modern road.

On the other hand the section between Wirksworth and Rocester was more difficult because there were two
possible routes:

Route 1. Wirksworth – Carsington – Kniveton – Ashbourne – Mayfield Hanging Bridge – Ellastone – Barrow
Hill – Rocester.

Route 2. Wirksworth – Kirk Ireton – Bradley – Compton – Clifton – Norbury – Roston – Daisy Bank Farm –
Long Lane - Rocester.

However, we have to bear in mind a rule of thumb which tells us that where a Roman road exists we should
expect to see findspots and other evidence such as known Roman sites close to it. In the case of the two
postulated routes, only Route 1 has a number of these at the present time. It has Roman sites close to it at
Carsington, the villa and at Owslow; at Kniveton, the villa and the Closes Farm findspots; at Ashbourne
findspots at the church and more recently coin finds, and at Mayfield there are findspots and a suspected
Roman road beneath the Ellastone turnpike. Finally there is the Barrow Hill Roman site (Wardle, 2002),
immediately north of the fort and vicus at Rocester.

From Wirksworth to Rocester

The route as we consider it leaves Wirksworth from the Market Place along West End and we know that this
road to Hopton and Carsington is a pre-turnpike route, it was the subject of action by the Court Leet of
Wirksworth in 1558 to keep it open, although this court case raises a question about its alignment between
Wirksworth and Godfreyhole. At Hopton Hall we know the route was diverted to keep it away from the hall
and grounds and once it gets to Carsington the modern village road makes a right angled turn onto what was
called Wayland Lane, although this line of route does bear a Portway (“main road”) place name. To add to
our difficulties there is more than one Portway place name west of Carsington, so let us look at this in more
detail:

Portaway Fields and Lark Tor

At Carsington, the Tithe Map and Award of 1838 gives two Portway field names, Field 1 “Dale Pingle and
Portaway” and Field 2 “Portaway and Scattergood Pingle” these are on the map below. In many old articles
about the Roman Road “The Street” it was often conjectured that these two field names represented a
continuation of The Street from Buxton to Carsington, but we know from the 1723 map of Brassington Moor
(Brassington Moor Cummembris) that The Street runs from Buxton to Wirksworth. What then, if anything,
do the Portway field references here refer to?



North

Carsington 1835 (Sanderson’s Map) with old routes and some field names noted.

Both on the 1838 Tithe Map and the earlier 1711 map of Carsington, a path is marked crossing through these
fields running east-west, marked on our map above in light blue. There are no visible remains of the path
today in either field or adjacent ones and no evidence of a surface through probing, but if a path or road did
formerly exist it would appear to have connected the intensively mined Lark Tor to Carsington village
perhaps enabling packhorses to carry lead ore to be smelted in Wirksworth.

Field 2: Portaway and Scattergood Pingle Field looking north.

The faint remains of a road do run around the south contour of Lark Tor, joining the Hamenstan Way at
Jaggers Way fields near the location marked “C”. It might be that these remains and the 1711 mapped path
were perhaps one and the same route. We have cautioned before that Portway references should be taken with
care and weighed with any other available evidence. The only available evidence in the case of these Portway



field names is for an east-west route running through them. It may be, then, that this is quite a late Portway
reference and it refers to a route which was busy with lead ore packhorses around the time the 1711 map was
made, but which had ceased, because lead mining had ceased, by the time of the Tithe Award, although the
fields retained the name. An alternative possibility is that this route was used in bad weather, it is higher and
drier than the Wayland Lane – Ashbourne Way portway which passed through some notoriously boggy
ground.

The Jaggers Way

Like the Portway (meaning “main road”), the term Jaggers Way originally meant a road or way used by
packhorses. Certainly by the time of the Tithe Map in 1838, there were various fields known as Jaggers Way.

We cut a section across the Jaggers Way (Hamenstan Way) close to “C” which was reported in May 2011 and
found, rather to our surprise at the time, a stoned surface 5.8 metres wide, part of which was overlain by
medieval ridge and furrow ploughing, suggesting the Jaggers Way road pre-dated the mediaeval activity. A
small Romano-British habitation site is immediately adjacent and is marked on the map at “C”, where there is
a little field barn at the head of the two “Jagger’s Way” fields. At this barn location, Lomas (1960) reported a
number of Roman finds and Cockerton (1953) reported the find of a Roman pig of lead also close to the barn.

Ashbourne Way.

The Tithe Map field references 1 and 2 are not the only occurrences of the Portway name at Carsington,
another reference occurs in a much older document, a charter from the 13th Century (translated from Latin)
which says it is for:

“A Gift by Nicholas le Drivere of Kersington to Henry de Balidene of Kersington of a plot and half acre of
land in Kersington, viz the plot lying between the plots of Robert Arkel and Walter ad Fontem being 31 paces
wide and 66 paces long, one and a half roods arable between the land of Henry son of Thomas de Hopton
and Henry son of Mathew de Kersington, shooting to Asseborne Weye and Homellston Weye, and half a rood
arable upon le Calwerre Meadow, between the land of Henry de Hopton and Walter ad Fontem, shooting to
le Breri Forlong and le Portweye, subject to a rent of 1d a year.”

This charter tells us several things. Most notably it tells us the name of two roads, Hamenstan Way and
Ashbourne Way, between which, one of Nicholas’ plots lay (field A on our map) and it also makes it clear
that Ashbourne Way is a Portway because one of Nicholas’ other plots (field B on our map) lies between
Briedy Forlong and the Portway. Ashbourne Way is easy to identify because these field names are still used.
On the map it appears to be a rather wandering old thing especially where it comes through Carsington
village from Hopton but we have noted that the Gells of Hopton Hall appear to have diverted it.

Hamenstan Way

The second road mentioned in the early charter is the Hamenstan Way, and most importantly, this is its name
before it is called the Jaggers Way. If Hamenstan Way were the road to Brassington, I believe it would say
Brassington Way: as Brassington already existed at the time of the thirteenth century charter because
Brassington is recorded in Domesday Book. The field names Jaggers Way occur here, some on the east side
of the Hamenstan Way and some on the west side of the current Brassington Road. Given the amount of lead
mining going on around Lark Tor and Carsington Pasture in general, we should probably expect this: Jaggers
are packhorse drivers and every road would have packhorse traffic in this area, so the Jaggers Way name
occurs in more than one place.

Hamenstan Way seems to be the oldest name here, it occurs in the thirteenth century charter. By the
eighteenth century it and the Brassington Road were both being called Jaggers’ Ways and several fields
inherited the name, slightly confusingly.



Hamenstan Way on the west side of Lark Tor, looking south.

Can we draw any other conclusions about Hamenstan Way as we look at it between here and Ashbourne?
There is one other possible conclusion, which is drawn from the layout of roads joining it. Virtually all the
roads which join it appear to make T junctions with it: it must therefore be the first road built. And, note,
when you look at the 1835 map above and previous maps, the Ashbourne Way from Carsington comes to a T
junction with Hamenstan Way at White House. In addition, the Portaway fields route would also come to a T
junction. The physical remains of Hamenstan Way (if we have correctly allocated that name) continue over
Lark Tor and appear to form the parish boundary between Carsington and Brassington, but there the remains
fade out.

From White House

So far, we have Wirksworth – Hopton – Carsington and a junction with Hamenstan Way at White House at
SK 2338 5235. If the road section we took of the Hamenstan Way reads correctly then this is a Roman road
and from White House it runs over Hognaston Wynn to Kniveton where it passes the nearby Roman villa site
at Closes Farm. Wardle (2002) in considering the villas of Staffordshire, felt that a clear relationship existed
between them and Roman roads and it may be perfectly fair that such a relationship also exists in Derbyshire.

From Kniveton there is no reason to suppose that the route as represented by the 1758 Oakerthorpe to
Ashbourne turnpike, now the B5035, is not the original course. Approaching Ashbourne from Kniveton both
RWP Cockerton and the Dodds felt that the road might run not run into the town but take a route along
Windmill Lane and Buckholme to Hanging Bridge at Mayfield. The problem with this assertion is that one
would ask why Ashbourne grew up where it did and not along Windmill Lane? For Ashbourne, like
Wirksworth, to be successful it should be on a decent road.

We tend to take the view then that the route as shown on the 1547 map of Ashbourne as the “Highway to
Wirksworth” is perhaps correct, and indeed one of the few Roman finds in Ashbourne, a quernstone, (Stroud,
2001) comes from Ashbourne church, on the line of the road as it would continue from Wirksworth. An
outstanding question is where the route ran from Ashbourne church towards Mayfield Hanging Bridge,
because the modern road appears to be a new section of turnpike constructed in 1763-4, so it not in its
original course (opinions on the original route please). The bridge, though, is first mentioned in 1296 (Stroud,
2001) and was one of the toll points of Ashbourne Manor in the middle ages.





From Hanging Bridge and Mayfield the route of the road appears to be along the B5032. There are Roman
findspots listed in “Pastscape” for Mayfield as well as a series of tumuli close to the road, there is also an
obscure reference to a Roman road being suspected as having been found beneath the turnpike at Ellastone.
The Dodds report that a section of this road at Calwich Bank was once known as Port Lane, which may
perhaps constitute another Portway place name occurrence. From Ellastone towards Barrow Hill the
prevailing view is that the turnpike diverges from the considered Roman route into Rocester and that the
Roman road would have run through or close to Barrow Hill to enter the fort vicus and the fort at Rocester
from the north.

It must be noted that although Rocester is one of the most intensively investigated Roman features in
Staffordshire, comparatively little is known of the north side of the fort and even less is known of the Barrow
Hill site. At the present time it cannot be said with certainty where or how the Roman road from Wirksworth
and Chesterfield enters the fort or vicus site, but perhaps, given the level of archaeological interest in
Rocester a view may in due course be reached. There are a very large number of available archaeological
reports about Rocester: the report by Burrows and Ferris (2002) provides a useful overview, there have
naturally been a number of reports since, but none deal directly with the north side of the fort.

Conclusions

In the case of the Roman road between Chesterfield and Wirksworth our view is one of acceptable certainty
within the usual bounds of our knowledge. It was a well-known pre-turnpike route and the archaeological
sections taken at Dark Lane and Old Lane are Roman.

In the case of the Roman road between Wirksworth and Rocester our view is of the need for more field work,
which we cannot at the present time give it. This part of the assessment then, is desk based and should be seen
within those limits. Workers in Rocester, we hope, may also wish to look for the road as it would provide a
key part of their jigsaw and also enlighten the nature of the fort and its wider environment. We cannot
exclude that Route 2 is the actual Roman route from Wirksworth to Chesterfield. Kirk Ireton had its first ever
Roman find recently (a furniture foot, suggesting a dwelling) and in some respects the route is more coherent
than Route 1 in the sense of its continuity, whereas Route 1, for all its claims, has the appearance of a series
of roads connected together.



Appendix 1: A note about the Hereward Street

Southwards from White House at SK 2338 5235, the Hamenstan Way continues over Hognaston Wynn and
Kniveton and into Ashbourne, but where does it come from? This question brings us to a 100 year old
mistake and a long-running debate about the course of a road called... the Hereward Street.

The Hereward Street: a century of barking up the wrong tree.

It is now 100 years since Sidney Addy first discussed the occurrence of the road name “Hereward Street” in
an article about Ashover and Harewood Grange, in the Derbyshire Archaeological Journal of 1917. His theme
was taken up by Kenneth Cameron in 1959, who identified another Hereward Street reference in the
proceedings of a Quo Warranto of 1330 for Ashbourne Manor and its toll points. The Beauchief Abbey
charter for Harewood Grange’s boundaries quoted by Addy, RWP Cockerton (1960) and, later, Adrian
Henstock (1980) is as follows:

In its original Latin:

“...a Serlesforkes per Hereward Street versus austrum usque viam que ducit de Essover versus
pontem de Matlock et sic descendendo per eandem viam usque le Wringanstones et sic ascendendo
usque Athelstowe per Wetemore usque Schiterley et de Shyterley usque Paystonhirst Roche et sic
descendendo per le Moresuyde usque Staniford Sik et sic ultra moram per Aldwaldsetes usque
metas et divisas de Wyngerworth usque metes et divisas de Waleton et sic assendendo usque
Astwode juxta Harewode.”

In English (names in italics are not shown on the modern O/S map):

“...From Sitches Plantation by way of Hereward Street, towards the south on to the road which
leads from Ashover towards the bridge at Matlock, and so descending by the same way on to the
Ringing Stones at Top Slack and so ascending on to Eddlestowe by Wetemore, on to Shooters Lea
and Shooters Lea on to Peasunhurst Roach Wood and so descending by the Moorside on to
Stoneyford Bog and so beyond the boundary through Alicehead on to the boundary stone and
boundary of Wingerworth and on to the boundary stone and boundary of Walton and ascending on
to Astwood by Harewood.”

Regrettably, both Sidney Addy in 1917 and RWP Cockerton in 1960 mistakenly interpreted the Hereward
Street name as applying to the road from Chesterfield and Ashover to Matlock over Slack Hill. This was
rightly discredited by Adrian Henstock. The English translation which I give above simply says the boundary
runs “by way of” Hereward Street. This is open to interpretation, but if Hereward Street were the road from
Chesterfield to Darley Bridge via Sydnope Hill, it would render the statement of toll points given in the Quo
Warranto of 1330 correct - because in later Ashbourne documents the Hereward Street toll point is replaced
by a toll point at Darley Bridge. Darley Bridge was one of several bridges over the Derwent which appear to
have been constructed in the 1390s, prior to this these were fords where the roads crossed the river.

That this “Hereward Street” route continued from Darley Bridge to Ashbourne is possibly evidenced by the
presence of a 1757 Guide Stoop at Shothouse Spring (Winster Moor Farm) which gives its directions as
Chesterfield and Ashbourne. At Shothouse Spring the route is co-existent with the Derbyshire Portway for a
short while through Grange Mill and passes next to one of the only enclosures in Derbyshire thought to be a
Roman marching camp at Wigley Meadow (13 miles from Chesterfield and 16 miles from Rocester).

Then our old friend, the map, Brassington Moor Cummembris of 1723 records the route as it passes between
Grange Mill and the Upper Harborough field gate east of Brassington (“from Chesterfield to Ashborn”). It is
then perhaps represented by the parish boundary between Carsington and Brassington and its physical
remains pass over Lark Tor, come down through the Jaggers Way field, run into the Hamenstan Way and
then proceed over Hognaston Wynn towards Kniveton and Ashbourne.



In short, Hereward Street and Hamenstan Way have at least a superficial possibility of being one and the
same road.

Such a route, therefore, makes sense of why Darley Bridge would be a toll point of Ashbourne Manor and
why the part of it from Darley Bridge to Stone Edge can probably be regarded as being correctly called the
Hereward Street. It would also explain why our 2011 dig at the Jaggers Way fields found a wide stoned road
partially under a medieval plough lane. The Hereward Street, if these threads are correct, will give future
workers something to consider, as sections of it are now missing due to lead mining activity, sand extraction,
industrial development and agricultural activities such as land improvement.

One might question why such a road would exist in the first place, but we have to bear in mind that if our
assumptions about it are correct then it gives every impression of being a Territory Holding Road. Davies
(2002) in a masterly book about Roman roads states that such roads were built to secure territory as the
Roman army advanced northwards. Although we know comparatively little about the Roman advance into the
Peak District, there is no evidence of battle and it was typically the Roman approach to either trade with a
new territory or frighten it into submission, because this was a less brutal and more civilised approach than
making war to conquer. War is expensive and often results in nasty unintended consequences, so trade, to the
Roman mind, was often preferable as a means of conquest. If this is the case with the Hereward Street and it
is in fact a Territory Holding Road joining Chesterfield Fort to Rocester Fort via the Wigley Meadow
marching camp, then it would be a most enlightening aspect of the Roman acquisition of the Peak District as
a new province and future workers may wish to see if there are any relevant timing or date comparisons to be
made with the foundation of the Chesterfield Fort and the Rocester Fort.
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